
MOCK EXAMINATIONS 2016
45612 MATHEMATICS

PAPER TWO
2 HOURS 30 MINUTES

INSTRUC IIONS TO CANDIDATES:

o Answer ALL questions in section A and any FIVE questions from section B.
. Any additional question(s) answered will NOT be marked.

' All necessary calculations must be clone on the same page as the rest of the answer.
Therefore, no paper should tre given for rough work.

. Graph paper is provided.
o Silent, non-programmable scientific calculators and mathematical tables with a list of

formulae may be used where not prohibited.

SECTION A (40 MARKS)
Answer ALL questions in this section.

Find the Highest Common Factor (II.C.F) of 252 and 396.

Without using logarithm tables or a calculator, evaluate;
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(04 marks)

5.

(04 marks)
Find the equation of the line through the point P(-2, 1) and parallel to the line joining the
point Q(3, -6) to the point R(8, 14). (04 marks)

Mary bought a raclio set at Shs 69,000 after being given a discount of \a/u. Determine the
market price of the radio set. (04 marks)

Given lhatL(4,3) and M(18, 13.5) are two points in a plane, determine the;
(a) Vector iM
(b) Magnitude of iI{ (04 marks)

6. In a class of 53 students, 30 like Posho, 36 like Rice and 6 like neither of the foods. Find
thc number of students who like both Posho and Rice" (04 marks)

7. The volume of a cylindrical tin is 5544 cm3. Its radius is 10.5 cm. Calculate its height.

1.

2.

J.

4.

fTake ":+).
8. The function g(x) : px3 -- 70x.If g(4) : 40, findthe value ofp

(04 marks)

(04 marks)



9. Given that logls P : 2.6985 an<l logro 0 = l-.8116, without using logarithm tables or a

calculator, evaluate: 
t

loglsP* logroQ5
(04 marks)

10. copy and complete the table below in whichy varies inversely as x.

(04 marks)

sEcTloN B (60 MARKS)

Answer any FIVE questions from this section'

ll. ltf(x) : px + 7 andf(3) : 22.

(a) Find the value of:
(i) p
(iD f(0)
(iii) lH)

(b) Determine:
(i) f '(*)(ii) f|o2)

(08 marks)

(04 marks)

12. (a) A map has a scale of 1:350, 000. The area of a swamp on this map is 8 cm2' What

is the actual area of the swamp in km2? (04 marks)

(b) In a business, David gets a fixed pay of Shs 200,000 per month and sarah gets

Shs 40,000 per month. The remainder is shared among David, Sarah and Tom in the ratio

of 1 : 4 : 5 respectively. At the end of a certain month, the business made Shs 690' 000'

Determine the amouni each got from the business' (08 marks)

13. in the diagram below, OA = = e ,TB :4FC and FD :|fn.a, trc

A

x 4 6
,
J

v 72 12

(a) Express the following vectors in terms of d and e '



/

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(b) Show that Ib: 11Bc - ::A)

TAXABLE TNCOME (Sr,iS)
01 -200, 000

200,001 - 500, 000
500,001 - 900, 000
900,001 and above

CA

EB

fs
0"D

/

(09 marks)

(03 rnarks)

14' Towns L and S are 140 krn apart. A cyclist leaves town L at 8:00 a.m ancl travels to S at
an average speed of 2Okm/hr. At 10:00 a.m, a lorry leaves town L to travel to S at an
average speed of 50 km/hr. After travelling for I hour, the lorry developecl a mechanical
problem which took the driver half an hour to fix. The lorry than continued its journey to
town S at an average speed of 30 kmihr.
(a) Using a scale of 2cm to represent 1 hour on the horizontal axis and 1 cm to represent

l0 km on the verlical axis, clraw distance * time graphs for the cyclist ancl the lorry on
the same axes. (06 marks)

(b) From the graph, determine the;
(i) Time when the lorry overtakes the cyclist
(ii) Distance from town L to where the lorry overtakes the cyclist.
(iii) Time at which the lorry arrives at town S.
(iv) Time at which the cyclist arrives at town S.
(v) Time taken by the lorry driver to wait for the cyclist to arrive at town S.

(06 marks)

15' A senior four class has 68 students. Some of the students play games. Of these, 36 play
Basketball (B), 41 play football (F) and 32 play Volleyball (V). 21 play both B and,F,24
play both B and Y ,22 play both F and v. 9 students do not play any of the games.

(a) Represent the given information on a venn cliagram. (05 marks)
(b) Determine the number of students who play all the three games. (03 marks)
(c) How many students play only two of the games? (02 marks)
(d) If a student is selected at ranclom fiom the class, find the probability that the student

plays at most two games. (02 marks)
16. (a) A liawker selling second hand skirls earns a commissio n of 9o/o of the total sales.

Each skirt costs Shs 7,500. irind the number of skirts sold if the hawker earned a
commission of Shs 291,000.
(b) The incorne tax rates in a certain country are shown in the table below;

I{ATE %
8

12

20

40



ry
calculate the income tax an employee pays if the employee,s taxabie income is
Shs 1,165,000" (07 marks)
If the employee's untaxed allowances is Shs 156,750, find the employee,s net
income. (02 marks)

17. The diagram below shows a pyramid VABCD on a rectangular base ABCD and V is the
vertex. o is the centre of the base ABCD . AB :24 cm, BC : lgcm,W = W = Ve =W = 39cm. M is a point on VO such that3i/j7 : 0V -M is also the centre of the base
EFGH of a smaller pyramid VEFGH similar to VABCD which is cut off from the
original pyramid VABCD.

24 cm

(i)

(ii)I

Y

A

Calculate the;
(a) Height of pyramid VABCD.
(b) Dimensions of the base EFGH
(c) Volume of the remaining part of pyrarnid.

(05 marks)
(02 marks)
(05 marks)


